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Wheat in the field

Now, the fariners have a wheat pool
Bismarck

(April 30)

The North Dakota Wheal
Pool. the culminatjon of a
winter's effort by little more
than a handful of farmers. has
been established.
The state
Industrial Commission voted
today to direct the North

Dak~ta Mill and Elevator to
- " ' - - - - - - ....:." r
d "ich th forth
d -

vclopment of the North Dakota
Wheat Pool to coordinate the

assembling and marketing of
lhe committed hard red spring
wheat and durum."
The 14 member North "Dakota

Farmers Steering Committee
had secured commitments of
just under 1.4 million bushels

of wheat to the pool. Both the
committee and the lndustrial
Commission believed that
amount enough to justify CS·
lablishing the pool as an effort
to irivolve farmers more directly
in marketing their grain.

Farmers
take step
toward direct
marketing
of grain
through
state
facilities

Although the pooling effort
arose out of meetings called to
protest falli·ng grain prices.
Steering Committee members
and the Industrial Commission
made clear that raising the
price of wheal is not the first
business of the pool.
Gov.
Authur A. Link warned the
farmers that the success of the
pool should not be judged on its
ability to gain a higher price
alone.

To the surprise of the media
and the state agriculture department which called the
meeting--more than 2.000 farmers showed up. They agreed to
hold meetings in each cd'unty to
elect delegates to a working
mC"eting in .Jamestown Jan. 26
bout ,000 farmer
attended that meeting. Four
from each county--or 212 farmcrs--gathered to act on resolutions proposed by the larger
meeting. One of the resolutions called for election of a
farmers steering committee.
Another asked for the grain
pooling action.
The original goal was to
secure commitments of 20 per
cent of the 1975 crop remaining
in storage for an export pool.
Farmers argued that would
reduce the domestic supply and
drive up the price of wheat.
which hovered around SJ.SO per
bushel during the winter.
(The actual commitments fell
far short of the initial goal,
however. Sec table on page 2.)

To demonstrate the solidarity
of the state's farmers, the
Steering Committee called for a
IO day ·grain holding action in
mid-February. The success of
that effort has been debated.
Although local elevators were
nearly unanimous in their reLink. who was among the
ports that little grain was
2.Jg2 farmers who committed
moving from North Dakota
grain 10 the pool. said, "There
points. the Minneapolis Grain
must be a time and place when
Exchange, which receives
any ne\\ program is of prior
nearly half the grain grown in
importance to the price of
this state, said its carload
grain. The farmers of North
receipts were higher than durDakota who committed grain to
this pool have dared to take ... ing the same two weeks in any
previous year.
The Steering
steps IO correct very serious
Committee ignored the trade,
abuses in the grain marketing
declared
the
holding
action a
sys rem.·'
Link chairs the
success and announced its plan
Industrial Commission which
to gather a pool of wheat for
oversees the activities of North
direct export through the North
Dakota's state-owned indusDakota Mill and Elevator. In
tries. including The Mill and
March, the Industrial CommisElevator.
sion unanimously endorsed the
plan.
The pooling effort is the
result of a winter long farm
The farmers confronted improtest. involving thousands of
mediate difficulties, however.
farmers who first gained public
First,
a very early spring
attention at a grain price
prompted many farmers to
meeting in Carrington Jan~ 6.

begin field work before they
could be contacted about the
pool. This problem was especi~lly significant in the southwest, where calving and
springs work probably cut into
the total of wheat Which might
have been committed to the
pool.
Second, the grain trade
howled about possible illegalities in the farmers' contract.
Former State Sen. Richard
Goldberg, the only North Dakotan who has ever served on the
Minneapolis Exchange's board
of directors, said he doubted
the contract the steering committee was offering was legal.
The committee chose to ignore
him as well, and proceeded
with the sign up effort.
Next. the state's politicians
ganged up on the pooling idea.
State Rep. Robert Reimers, the
speaker of the state House of
Representatives and a candidate for the governorship, declared the pool would result in a
windfall for elevator companies--of which he owns one--and
could never compete with the
established trade.
Another Republican gubernatorial candidate, Richard Elkin. who chairs the Public
Service Commission. said he
wouldn't commit any grain to
the pool because he trusted and
wanted to support his local
cooperative.
U.S. Congressman Mark Andrews and Senator Milton
Young refused to participate in
th.e pool. Andrews said wheat
in the pool couldn't be shipped
with its identity preserved and
that buyers couldn't be sure of
the quality grain they were
buying.
Political maverick Robert McCarney. who has built a
state~wide following by challenging government spending
and taxation, objected to
clauses in the contract which
allow the Mill and Elevator what
he called "unlimited time" to
dispose of the pool. Actually.

the contract declared that the
pooling :year ends Oct. 31. but
contains a provision allowing
grain to be carried into a
second pooling year.
Radio farm programs carried
dire warnings about the contract from farm organization
leaders.
The North Dakota
Farm Bureau opposed the concept from the beginning. The
North Dakota Farmers Union
declared--in a front page article
in its twice monthly newspaper--that existing cooperatives
already constitute a pool and
suggested that no new pool was
necessary. The National Farmers Organization's response
appeared divided. The NFO
has long expoused pooling and
contracting as the best ways to
raise grain prices, but some
NFO leaders were unhappy that
the Steering Committee had
taken their idea--and appeared
to make it work.
The pooling contract was also
criticized because it provides an
initial payment of only St.OS
per bushel. That amount is 70
per cent of the current Joan
price for wheat. Opponents of
the plan said the amount was
far too low and Steering Commitlec members conceded that
some potential pool members
may have decided agairlst commilting grai11 on that basis.
But the most serious challenges to the pooling concept
were legal obstacles. Twice.
the idea seemed in jeopardy. A
continuing legal problem may
still reduce the amount of grain
committed to the pool.
The first challenge came
from Public Service Commission Legal Counsel Ray Walton.
Wa-tton was concerned that the
pool wouldn't meet requirements of the state's grain
warehousing law.
Pool
backers. including North Dakota Agriculture Commissioner
Myron Just--a member of both
the Industrial Comission and
the Steering Committee--maintaincd that argument was hollow because the grain is to be

NextPaae,pl-

The farmers have a wheat pool
hand led by l icensed and
bonded wa re houses. includ ing
loca l elevators and the stateow ncd termi na l located at
Gra nd Forks. The com~1ittce
prcva.i lcd.

er Rober! Holte presented a far
more serious obstacle. Holte
insi~tcd thal he favored the
pool idea a nd wanted to sec it
work. but he warned the commince that its plan was vulnerab le under t he state's securities
law. For more than a week. the

effort seemed doomed. Hastily
called meetings of comm1t1e~
members and attorneys from

the securities departn;ent and
the attorney genera l's staff
failed to produce any workable
compromise.
The problem hinged on a

This presented a very serious
problem. Meetings to explain
the contract had been scheduled in each county and in some
areas, townsh i p coordi n ators
had begun contacting farmers
urging them to commit grain.
Technically. thes~ were violations of the law.
Holte said his department
wou ld issure a no action letter--in effect. a promise not to
interfere in the workings of the
pool. That wouldn't prevent
sbme one from challenging the
contract under the securities
law, he said, and it wouldn't
protect the committee and its
members from liability should
an action against the pool be
taken.
At this point. the farmers lost
their attorney. Orel Schmitz. a
Bismarck lawyer, had drafted
the contract and offered ~legal
advice to t he pooling effort.
His law firm--Zuger and BuckIi n. cons idered one of the
"establishment" law offices in
8i5marck--had grown increasingly u neasy about its junior
partner's inV'>lvcmcnt with the
Steering\ Committee. Under
pressure from his partners,
Schmitz left the committee.
The farmers found another
attorney. Allan Grindbcrg of
Bismarck and continued to seek
ways to satisfy the demands of
the securities law without abandoning the pooling effort.
A suggestion that every elevator operater in the state be
made an officer of the mill was
rejected. So was a move to
make some 2.000 township
coordinaters mill officers. Notions that every citizen. as a
taxpayer. was a mill officer
were rejected. The Agriculture
Department's Deputy Commission Henrik Volda l--Commissioner Myron Just was in Egypt
with a trade mission--weighed
suggestions that township supervison,. who arc elected, soil
conservation district superviscrs. also elected, or county
commis~ioncrs. might carry th~
contract~. Each of these ideas
was rejected.

2

Bill Mason
With spring advancing across
the stale, several steering committee members argued that
the pQOling effort should be
postponed until the 1976 crop.
The securities problems could
be worked out d ur ing the
summer. they said. and a legal
contract offered at harvest
time.
That plan, too, was
rejected. Failure of the first
pool. a majority of the committee said. would make a
\Cl'Ond pooling effort much
more difficult.

Kle in made that argucmcnt
forcefully at a steering com·
mince mceling April 6.
Alt hough comm tttec members
were discouraged abou t the
chances of their effort bearing
fru11. they \'Otcd to press on.
On April 29. just hours before
the Industrial Commission was
to meet to decide the fate of the
pool. Klein repeated his argucmcnts.
Again the committee
O\'errulcd him. Onv Monroe
Schcflo of Bottineau ·and larrv
Herslip of Souris voted with

After two weeks of hassling .
a plan acceptable to the Securities Department was outlined.
The Steering Committee and
county coordinaters, acting as
officers of the mill. would carry
the contract. After the Industria l Commission decided
whether or not to commit the
state to the effort. farmers
wou Id be asked to sign a
statement or addendum to the
contract. Basically. the addendum was a reaffirmation of the
farmer's intent to commit his
grain. The signer was granted
30 davs to consider his decision. · He could cancel his
contract without penalty during
that time.

Klein.

Although the arrangement
satisfied bot h the Ind ustrial
Commission and the Securities
Department. some of the steer-

Total

County

ing committee member were
unhappy \\ith it. Harold Klein
of Ne" Rockford. who served as
the committcc·s first chairmanand ,, ho..c boisterous enthusiasm did much to get the grain
price meetings to e ndorse both
the grain holding and pooling
actions--said he felt many signers of the contract would take
advantage of the rccision period
and that the commitments of
grain would dwindle d uring the
month af1cr each Contract was
validated. The validation proCl',s. he said, would take too
much time. A \'Olatile market
might fall further--indeed. the
prin· for wheat has been
dropping steadily since midMarch--and possible sales
might be missed. He counselled ignoring the securities
l;rn and plunging ahead with
!he pool. Virlually every grain
trading company in the state
operates in ,·io\ation of the la\\.
he said. Precedent clearlv
suppor1, such action.
If 111C
l11du,1nal C<lmmission insisted
~,n lhL· addendum and rccision
pro..·cdurc. Klein said. "let's
l'anccl th~. pool and try again
ncx1 )Car.

State Scl'uritics Commission-

very literal interpretation of the
state's securities law. The law,
the Securities Depa r tmen t .
through Holte, himself an attorney, and Securities Department Counse l Peter Quist.
argued. clearly defines security
in a way that includes the
wheat pooling contract however. the Mill and Elevator's
involve me nt in th e con traci
earns the contract an exem ption--except that the security {in
this case the contract) must be
offe red by a n · employee or
officer of the institution which
is exempt, in other words. the
Mill and Elevator.

Wheat Commission District Two--Northwest

WiJh the committee 's blessing. Klein made his case
before the Industrial Commission, which also rejected it.
Attorney General Allen I. Olson. who serves on the Industrial Commission with Just and
link. told Klein · ·1 can't advise
the Commission thai we should
proceed in an f illegal manner."
He said the unjustnes~ of a Jaw
or its unequal application
doesn't make it breakable at
whim. ··we can't adjust what
we have as a body of statutory
law, .. he said. "People are
frequently frustrated by the
law. J think you're expressing
some frustrations."
Next page, please
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Per
Durum Rank Cent

BURKE

39.600

II .600

28.000

DIVIDE

93,016

7.000

86,016

MC K ENZIE

74,650

39.650

35,000

4

MOUNTRA IL

98.558

4.000

94.558

2

15.300

16.300

18

14

RENV ILLE

3 1.600

WA RD

6 1,700

24.600

37.100

6

WILLI AMS

70,100

35.000

35. 100

S

469.224

137.150

332.074

33 h

District Three--South Central
BURLEIGH
EDDY
EMMONS
FOSTER
KIDDER
LOGAN
MC INTOSH
MC LEAN
SHERIDAN
STUTSMAN
WELLS

5.900

4.000

I. 900

4J

17.100

10.600

6.500

27

4.600

2.000

2.600

44

14.608

10,904

3,704

31

1.000

1.000

none

SO

11.450

9,600

1.850

34
40

6,500

4,500

2.000

33,700

8.600

25. 100

16

500

500

none

51

32.500

22.500

10.000

17

,44.510

23. 758

20. 752

IJ

I;J2,368

97.962

74,40h

12.J

District Four- North Central
BENSON

52,783

6,500

46.283

BOITINEAU

47.400

11.000

36.400

9

MC HENRY

8.665

6.565

2.100

JS

.600

41

49.900

11.500

38.400

8

PIERCE

RAMSEY
RO LFHE

15.600

none

15.600

28

TOWNER

46.300

2.500

43,800

11

226,748

39.565

187.183

16.2

District Five--Southeost
BARNES

37.111

25.258

11,853

CASS

20.352

16.352

4.000

22

3.100

2.600

500

45

GRIGGS

14.995

14.495

500

29

lA MOURE

12,200

5.200

7,000

33
37

DICKEY

IS

Wheat Pool Commitments

RANSOM

9,000

9.000

none

Wheat Commission District One- Southwest

RICHLAND

2.000

2.000

none

48

SARGENT

14.100

4.000

10.100

J2

STEELE

47,312

45.812

1,500

IO
JO

Total

Spring
Wheat

ADAMS

2.300

2,300

none

47

BILLI NGS

3.000

1,500

1.500

46

County

BO WMAN
DUNN
GOLDEN VALLEY
GRANT
HEHINGER

9,000

23

9.300

500

36

5,500

4.700

19,600

10.600

9,800
I0.200
1.000
26.500

1.000

20

SO<,

42

6,000

5.500

MORTON

5.600

I.JOO

39

none

none

53

SIOUX

none

none

none

53

SLOPE

18.500

17,000

1.500

25

STARK

18,800

17 .500

I.JOO

24

122.400

99,JOO

23.100

14,699

II .699

J .000

174,869

IJ6.416

38.453

12.5

District Six--Northeast
CAVALIFR

SO

3,000

6.700

none

none

TRA IL

35

23.500

MERCER

OLIVER

Durum Rank Per
Cent

118,900

3b.200

GRAND FORKS

26.858

21.117

5.74 1

19

NELSON

46.IJO

7.000

39.IJO

12

PEMBINA

17.100

17.100

none

27

WALSH

22,100

n.soo

8.600

21

231.088

94.917

136.171

lo.S

605.310'

791.387

100.0

STUE

8.9

1.3%.697

82. 700

State totals as of A pril 29

3

North Dakota farmers have a wheat pool
Agriculture Commission Myron Just said he believed the
pooling contract had "been
singled out to meet very stringent standards that others have
not been required to meet."
Klein said "Everybody's already doing what we can't do."
The addendum and 30 day
recision period "is really hanging this thing up. We've got a
real problem with the new crop
coming in on top of this one and
·we can't move."
The New
Rockford farmer said he thinks
"It's become very damn evident somebody is trying to
make political hay at the expense of farmers."
Despite his objections,
however. the Industrial Commission approved the addendum and recision procedure.
Mill and Elevator Manager
Sam Kulh. who would oversee
the pool's operations. presented the last set of obstacles
to the committee. In a half
hour long presentation before
the committee voted. he said he
was worried that farmers expected to gain a price premium
by joining the pool. "If we're
looking at this as an experiment, that's one thing." he
said. "But if we're looking for
an increased return. we can't
do justice to the farmer. I can't
help but see a downward trend
in the market.··
Kuhl said he is worried about
what quality durum and spring
wheat has been consigned to
the pool. He expressed concern
that the grain is stored at
elevators in less than carload
~ -- - -.;.lots and that it might be
shipped with 0 1her arain

poorer quality.
Kuhl refused to make any
commitments about the cost of
managing the pool to the Mill
and Elevator. These costs he
said will be passed along to the
pool's members.
He wanted
lo know if the Mill was to deal
with established commission
houses or to seek its own
customers on the world market.
Of the latter. he asked. "Where
are we going to get them." He
said he wouldn't accept an
elevator's protein content tests
nor their quality analyses. He
said he was "almost insistent"
that all the committed grain be
moved ,o the terminal elevators
at Grand Fords ' 'as soon as
possible."
Kuhl added, " I personally
want to be real positive about
this pooi but I am very con·
cerned that I will be made a
scapegoat. I don't like it."
The Steering Committee re·
acted vigorously to Kulh's
statements. Dave Witteman of
Mohall said the committee. the
Mill and the state "are plowing
new ground. This is a venture
into marketing." The state's
farmers had indicated they
wished to pool grain, he said.
and the Mill ought to be able to
• solve the prolcms which had
been presented. 'Tm tired of
being told that I can grow all
the grain the country needs and
more but that I ou~ht to sta,·
out. of marketing... he said.
··Growing a crop is difficult. If
we' re smart enough to do that
succesfulh .
we ' re
smart
enough to· market the crop.
too.· ·
Link offered the committee
<;trong support. Drawing from
the historv of the Non Partisan
League. ~ hkh establbhcd the
Mill and Elevator, the governor

said, HThere was a time when

Attorney General Olson cau-

effort but we can be responsibly

the grain from farmers coops
was not acceptable to the
Minneapolis Grain Exchange.
That's been changed.
The
farmers of North Dakota have

tioned the Steering Committee
to "proceed with reasonable
cxpcction~. We have an obligation to minimize the risks,
but if we minimize them to

innovative in this endeavor.
The Mill is a facility that can be
used to explore new avenues of
marketing to try to improve the
marketing power of North Oak-

dared to take steps to correct
market abuses in the past.
These have been taken under a
great deal of duress. public
ridicule and challenge from the
status quo. Those who stuck to
it have prevailed often to the
point that the justice of their
program has been recogni1.ed
and become an accepted part of
the way we do things:·

zero. we'll never find out what
happens...

ota agriculture and hopefully to
enhance the stability and further development of North
Dakota agriculture."

The governor said he
couldn·t offer answers to all of
the '"technicalities here. Sam
Kuhl raises some very basic
points .. httt I hope they can be
solved and the program can
move forward. The important
thing is to develop a
new
program and to implement a
new process.,.

The motion to approve the
Wheat Pool was made by
Agriculture Commissioner Just
and seconded by Attorney General Olson. Link voted with
them to make the passage
unanimous. •
He said he wanted to "make
unalterably clear'· that the
state "makes no commitment to
price.''
The motion noted, "The
North Dakota Mill and Elevator
is a facility owned by the people
of North Dakota. Wheat is the
principal component in the
North Dakota economy.
We
recognize this is not a failsafe

During the next few weeks,
farmers who signed the contracts committing grain to the
pool will be contracted to approve the addendum to the
contract. Thirty days after that
signature has been acquired,
the contract becomes binding
on the three parties which
signed it--the farmer, his local
elevator, which is to handle the
grain and the North Dakota Mill
and Elevator.

Some
uncertainty
about
pooling
effort
remains

Only after the 30 day recision
period has passed will the
state's farmers know for sure
that they've initiated a new
wheat marketing concept.

Northwest leads state in commitments
A total of 2.192 farmers have
committed an average of 650
bushels of grain to the North
Dakota Wheat Pool.
More than one third of the
grain committed came from the
northwestern corner of the
state. Farmers in the seven
counties of Wheat Commission
District Two pledged 469,224
bushels of spring wheat and
durum to the pool. That's 33.6
per cent of the total 1.396,697
on itt d
f
ril 29_.
The largest single county
commitment was from the
farmers of Cavalier County,
who pledged 118.900 bushels to
the pool. Cavalier county is in
Wheat Commission District Six,
northeastern ' North Dakota.
The next highest total commitments came from Mountrail,
Divide, McKenzie, Williams
and Ward Counties, all in the
northwestern portion of the
state. In two counties, Sioux
and Oliver,.boih in the south·
western part of the state, no
grain was committed.
The smallest commitment
came from District One, the
southwestern corner of the
state. The total commitment
there was 122.400 bushels or
8.9 per cent of the state's total.
An exceptionally early spring in
the southwest may have cut
into total commitments there.
Statewide. 2.192 farmers
made commitments of grain,

according to North Dakota
Farmers Steering Committee
Chairman Bill Mason of Fes·
senden. That represents about
five per cent of ~he state's
4 t ,000 farmers.
Bob Grundstad of Ambrose,
theSteering Committeemember
for District Two, which he calls
"The Great Northwest", said
he was pleased that five per
cent of the state's farmers had
chosen to participate. • 'Only
__....__,o~. the peo le of
the world are actua y lea ers, ..
he said. · 'The five per cent of
farmers who signed these con.
tracts have accepted the challenge of leadership. They're
ready to take the risks."
Change has been '"a byword
of the agricultural community."
Grunstad said, "and it's been
brought by people willing to
suggest it and to work for it."
Mason said he believed the
commitment of 1.4 million
bushels
represented
"a
groundswell of support" for the
pooling concept. He said he
believed the total is a substantial part of the grain still stored
on North Dakota farms. Many
farmers. he said, "simply
didn't have any grain to commit
to this pool.·· Others have
already sold all the grain they
wish to in 19-76, he added.

Figures released April 22 by
the North Dakota Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service--a

cooperative venture of North
Dakota State University and the
U.S. Department of Agriculture-·indicated that the pool
had attracted less than one
per cent of the wheat and
durum stocks in the state,
however.
John R. Price,
statistician in charge, said
143. 9 million bushels of wheat
and 55.8 bushels of durum
remain in the state.
Mason said he doubts the
report io accurate. Farmers are
reluctant to coope,-ate with the
reporting service because the
releaseof the agency's reports
tend to depress farm prices.
Almost 60 per cent of the
grain committed to the North
Dakota Wheat Pool is durum, a
product used to produce semolina flour. the principle ingredient in pasta products.
North Dakota produces about
90 per cent of the durum raised
in the United States and the
North Dakota Mill and "Elevator
is a major supplier of semolina
for the nation's macaroni industry.
North Dakota. farmers have
grown much more durum in
recent years because the product has enjoyed a price premium over bread wheats like
North Dakota hard 1 red sprinj?.
Over production has caused
that premium to evaporate,
however, and durum now
brings about the same price as
spring wheat.
Farmers may have chosen to
commit more durum than

spring wheat because they've
come to expect a , higher price.
With increased stocks. however. they now fear lower
durum prices. In this sense,
the pool may be seer1 as a way
to clear some durum out of the
U.S. market by pledging it to
an export pool. This could have
the effect of strengthening the
U.S. demand and hence the
domestic price. At least, that"s
what the \Steering Committee
hopes it will do.
Herth Dakota durum ls facing
increasing competition from
durum wheats grown under
irrigation in the American
Southwest, as well. Thus. pasta
processors are not so dependent on the North Dakota crop
as they once were. Of course.
this has tended to lower the
price of North Dakota grown
durum.

The table on this page lists
Nort.h Dakota Counties and
their commitments of grair1 to
the pool. These figures are
from the North Dakota Farmers
Steering Committee and were
current April 29.
Mill and Elevator Manager
Sam Kuhl said April JO that
several thousand more bushels
of wheat had been pledged to
the pool in commitments that
reached the Mill after this
tabulation was made. He said
the total commitments were
about 1,424,000 bushels--an
average commitment of 650
bushels per participating
farmer.

We've
talked
about
wheat
In
The

ONLOOKER.

Before
the
year

Is
out,
we'll
examine
the
state's
beef
Industry.

Geography

Why does the Souris River flood?
The Souris is a flooding river. Her
basin was a glacial la.kc. Indian tradition
tells of tremendous floods which filled
the river's valley.
White men knew the flood potential of
this stream. In the 1880s. as European
settlement in the Souris basin began. a
flood that has berome legend

occured

here. The experts say that was a 250
year flood which would make the flood of
1976, assigned a 90 year recurrence
frequency, look rather small. indeed.
That legendary flood oa::urred in 1882
(some say 1881}. Four years later, Erik
Ramstad claimed a quarter section of
land on the flood plain about JO miles
below the Souris' confluence with an·
other prairie river, the Des Lacs. In the
summer of 1886, he relinquished 40

acres to a 1ownsi1e company. 11ie next
year, James Hill's Great Northern
Railroad arrived.

Minot grew so fast she became known
as "The Magic City." Through her
history, the Souris RiveT has repeatedly
spqiled the magic with silt-laden nood
waters.
By 1904, Minot was a town of 1.200
persons. In April that year, "several
hundred" were forced out of their homes
by the nooding Souris River, The Daily
Optic reported.
The mayor, Joseph
Roach, declared an emergency, When
the nooc1 had subsided, he complimented
his city's people on their ·•splendid
layalty" and assured them "the lessons
taught will ever remain with the
people.''

The city continued to grow and the
river continued to flood. Much of the
\ow-lying north part of the city was
evacuated in 1916 and again in 1923,
1925, and 1927. The editor of the Minot
Dally Newa--as brash and zealous then
as it is now--assured his readers that "it
can be written that 19l7 was the vear
Minot solved the flood problem." In
1928, the Souris nooded again.
Flood control came 10 Minot in the
form of prolonged drought. for more
than 20 years, the river remained a
docile neighbor, occassionally spilling
into a low lying basement, but usually
flowing within its banks.
Minot
continued to grow along the
river.
During the prosperous Forties. many of
the city's fines! homes were buill on the
flOOd plain.

In 1948 and 1949. the river threatened
Minot again. Then. for another two
decades, 1he Souris was a placid stream.
In several years in the early Fifties,
some] homes were flooded. but the
disaslers of 1904, 1916 and 1923 were
avoided. Still more homes were built on
the flood plain. In the mid-Sixties, a
new grade school. Pcrkett, was built in
the lowest area within 1he city. Soon, it
too was surrounded by homes.

The river sttuck back in 1969. First
the Des Lacs and then · the Souris
flooded. For 40 days, residents of low
areas--The Flats. the first settlers called
them--were out of their homt-~. Damai;ce
was estimated at more than S40 million.
In 1970, the Souris flooded again, though
less terribly. In 1971. the city government passed a flood plain zoning
ordinance. After April 17. 1971, the city
fathers declared , no structures with
basements may be built in the flood
plain. That news, say long time Minot
residents. caused a spurt of basement
digging in the city. The ordinance has
been enforced. however.
Only nine
structures with basements have been
built on the flood plain in the past have

Lets begin with a geography lesson

~ade, aC'COrding to the city manager.
1otal of 88 permanent struccures, most
them houses, have been built there.
,,·era/ new trailer courts have been
ill°"'·ed.
Minot learned much from the flood of
llo9. First, she learned how much of
~ city would be inundated by a major
ood. Engineers, many supplied by the
'.S. Army. calculated where dikes
1\d have to be buiit to prevent a
And a
1 rrence of the catastrophe.
mour for a dam at Burliiigton began.
1e controversy surrounding that dam,
1ich Minot's Mayor Chester Reiten
;ists is the only solution to the flooding
,roblem, has become the bitterest
1servation controversy in North Dako-

The Souris is an international river.
She rises in Canada near Weyburn in
Southeastern Saskatchewan, abou t 40
miles directly north of. the MontanaNorth Dakota Border.
She flows
southeasterly past Estevan, where she ls
•joined by Long Creek, which Canada and
the United States also share. A small
dam on Long Creek forms Boundary
Reservoir. This man made lake provides
some flood protection for Estevan, whose
outlying areas are occassionally flooded
by the Souris. From Estevan. the Souris
moves ajmost directly eastward. North
of Nol'lhgate, N.O. , she turns to the
north and near Oxbow. Sask11chewan.
she receives a major tributary, Moose
Mountain Creek, and turns to the south
again

Since 1969, Minot has seen five floods,
1970. 1972, 1974, 1975, and 1976. In
of the past eight years, the Souris has
n out of its banks, though not out of
trOI.

.
E

Why does this river, which in a hot
1mmer does not run at all, pcrodical\y
undate its valley? The answers are
·p ogical and meteorological. Some say
pe~ are agncultural. They have become
litical.

The Sou s Basin

A closed highway,
a bridge steadying
crone,

on earthen dike

and a swollen river
... signs of spring

in Minot,

Saskatchewan

North Dakota

West of Sherwood, N.0. the ri~·er
enters the United States.
She flows
almost immediately into Upper Souris
National Wildlife Refuge. Here, the
U.S. fish and Wildlife Servke has used
her to provide habitat for waterfoul, fish
and big game.
In the Forties ,
USFWS,-it WIS called lhe Bureau of
Sports Fisheries and Wildlife then--built
a dam to form Lake Darling.
This
reservoir has a capacity of 110.000 acre
feet and through it was not designed for
flood control. Lake Darling provides
Minot her only protection from the flood
waters of he Souris. Below Lake
Darling, the Souris passes over a
number of low dams, built to form
marshes for water birds in the river
valley. Just north of Burlington. about
IO miles north of Minot. she rettives the
Des Lacs River, a stream capable of a
wicked flood of her own. The river
valley here is bounded by stcep hills cut
by r111ines. One of lhese, Gassman
Coulee (bridged by the longest railroad
trestle in the United States) is.capable or
a flood as large as the Souris' 1976
rampage. Early 1his spring, run-off from
other coulees forced evaruation of some
houses in Minot.
Mino!, a city of 36.000. lies astride the
river about 10 miles below her connuence with the Des Lacs. The Souris
winds through Minot, taking 12 miles to
pass 1hrough a city only four miles wide.
Channel cuts have straightened--and
shortened--the river. Her length now is
just nine miles in the city of Minot.
Past Minot, the Souris passes, and
occassionally floods. Logan, Sawyer and
Velva. At Velva, the river begins her
loop northeaslward, back toward Canada. Beyond Verendrye, and the mouth
of the Wintering River, the steep hills
disappear and the valley b«omcs a wide
prairie. On this land, a cattle indus1ry
has flour:i&hed. The river bottoms are
used for hay meadows. Towner, on the
river, caJls herself "Cattle Capilol." At
Towner. the river swings to the northwest and enters J. Clark Salyer National
Wildlife Ref!'ge, named for the father of
the nation's refuge system. Here, as the
UpperS?uris, the river is channelled and
dammed to provide habitat for ducks and
other waterbirds. Beyond Salyer, the
river drains a low, flat farming. area.
This spring--and in other flood springs-ibis area is under water. Nearly 120,000
acres in NOl'lh Dakota are subject 10
inundation by the Souris.

The lessons of 1904
The mayor wishes to e:rpress his hearty

efforts to do everything possible for the

appreciation and thanks to the cifuens of

comfort of the unfortunate.

Minot for the ,pendid and Joyal manner in

times and such a spirit that mak~s a real

it is such

which they met and arc meeting the

city and cements the people together. The

emergency occassioned by the

flood will probably do much more damage

flood.

They have responded nobly to the call for

but with a spirit such as was sh~n by the

assistance and have done all that possibly

citizens yesterday and today, the city will

could be done under the circumstances for

be stronger as a result than ever and the

the suffering and homele!JS. Though the

lessons taught will ever remain with the

flood came rapidly and humdreds were in

people. The relief committee will devote

danger of being washed away by the

its time and energy in seeing that alt are

raging waters, every man, woman and

properly cared for and feel assured of the

child residing on the flats was

same hearty support of the public that has

Not a soul

wa, lost.

rescued.

Everyone was

been accorded thus far.

The map locates ma;or features of the flood prone Souris River Basin

provided shelter and food and most of the
homeless were taken into the homes of the
more fortunate last evening.

It speaks

well for the energy and unselfish spirit of
the whole people. All were united in the

-·

Northeast of Westhope. N.D., the
Souris enters Manitoba, Canada. Be)'Ond the border. she receives the Antler
River and Lightening, Graham, Jackson,
Stony. Pipesten, ,.,d
Plum Creeks.
These streams cai .
va1er from the
Moose Mountain area of Saskatchewan
eastward into Manitoba and !he Souris
River. Southeast of Brandon, Maniloba,
the Souris joins the Assiniboine River.
The" Assiniboine, in turn, feeds the Red
which enlers Lake Winnipeg. This giant
glacial lake drains through the Nelson
River into Hudson Bay. The water which
floods Minot thus eventually reaches the

....

in 'Ille M!Jlol Dally OpUe
T1n1r1day, AprD 11, 1904
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Geological peculiarity adds to Souris Basin flooding
A geological peculiarity contributes to
the river's floods. This is a very short
basin. At the upper reaches. the river's
gradient is rather steep. As the river
enters the United States, the gradient
becomes more gentle. East of Minot,
where the Souris begins its northward
flow back into Canada, the te,rain is
nearly flat and the river is sluggish.
What all this means is that water doesn't

take long to get from the upper reaches
of the basin to Minot, but it takes a long
time to pass through the city and even
longer to move over the flat hay lands in
the Towner area and the farm lands of
its loop near the Canadian border.
But the cause of this year's flood, was
primarily meteorological. Onto the
Souris Basin, nature dumped an exceptionally heavy precipitation during the
fall. At freeze up. the ground was
saturated and the basin's water storage
areas were filled. The winter brought
exceptionally heavy snow. At Carlyle,
Sask., precipitation during fall and
winter was 242 per cent of normal. At
Estevan, it was 195 per cent of normal.
Carlyle's moisture total from August
through February was 16 inches, Estevan's 14 inches. In the U.S. portion of
the Basin precipitation was also very
hea\.'y.
Sherwood had 12 inches of
precipitation in six months, 185 per cent
of normal. At Bowbells, precipitation
was 223 per cent of normal, at Lake
Darling. 177 per cent of normal.
A very rapid spring melt worsened the

flood situation. On April l, the Moose
Mountain area had the equivalent of
three to five inches of moisture on the
ground as snow. Within five days, all
the snow had melted and water was
gushing out of the hills into Moose
Mountain Creek. On April 8, the river's
crest reached Oxbow. Sask. Ten days
later, the Souris crested at Minot.
This ye,r, Minot was ready. As early
as January, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers warned Minoters to prepare
for exceptionally high water. In late
March, channel work in the city began.
Early in April, JS miles of dikes has been
built. Behind these dikes were 4,500
empty homes.
A third of the city's
population, or 12.000 people, were
gathered in emergency quarters dubbed
"flood Palaces" or staying with friends
and relatives.
The floods in Minot occur because the
city is located on a flood plain. It was
built there during dry years, when
citizens had forgotten that the river
claims terrible revenge on those who
take her for granted. "Mother Nature
controls what happens in the river,"
hydrologist Barnicle observed.

Minot's 12,000 homeless residents
began returning to their houses in late
April. On May !, City Manager John
Arnold told the last of them they, too,
could return home. Still, the river has
not fallen below flood stage. According
to Robert Barnicle, the hydrologist
assigned to the Bismarck office of the
NationalOceanographicand Atmospheric
Administration--call it the Weather Bureau--said the river would fall below flood
May 8. On May 10, the river at Velva
would fall below the flood stage. At
Verendrye, flood stage should be passed
on May 13. For Towner and Bantry,
downstream on the flat lands, the flood
stage won't pass until May 25 and 28
and at Westhope. near the Canadian
border, the river is expected to be above
flood stage until the end of June.
Government officials estimate that
$6.8 million will have been spent to
protect property from this year's Souris
River flood, to rebuild streets and roads,
water systems and sewers, parks and
recreation areas and to aid individuals in
relocating and recovering from the
disaster.
Without diking in Minot··
which required the moving of half a
million cubic yards of earth and the
expenditure of nearly half a million
dollars--damage could have been as high
as S61 million, city officials said.
The great flood of 1976--which appears
to have been larger in volume of water
and in peak flow than the flood of
1904--has occassioned a great deal of
buck passing in Minot. Not only do city
officials blame the county, and county
officials the city. a U.S. Congressman
has blamed the Canadian farmers and
Mayor 'Chester Reiten has blamed
environm;ntalists.
The flood. Congressman Mark Andrews assured a news conference in
Minot, is worsened by drainige of
welland5, cleari"II pf tilllber and plowin
of prairie in Canada. "Forty years ago,
we farmed with horses.
A lot of
upstream areas were in pasture and
run-off was much slower," Andrews
said. "After the days of horses, we had
soil bank which held water where it fell.
We don't have any of that anymore and
the floods are going to get worse.'•
Andrews said he didn't fault farmers for
clearing their land and for draining
potholes--a hungry world demands it, he
suggested--nor did he argue that the
flooding could be prevented by holding
water on the land. Instead, he said, a
dam at Burlington should be built
to stop the water before it reaches
Minot.

Canadian hydrologists reject these
arguements. "Do you really think that's
reasonable?" David McLeod, chief of
the Saskatchewan Environment Ministry's hydrology department demanded.
The flood. he said, was the result of
extraordinarily high precipitation and
exceptionally rapid run-off. He said his
province's government hasn't supported
"a great deal" of organized drainage of
late. He conceded, however, that he
doesn't know how muchprivatedrainage
is taking place.
The argument that drainage increases the flood risk is not a new one.
In 1930, a report by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers noted, "Damaging floods
have been more frequent during the past
10 years than in the earlier years of the
century and local opinion ascribes this
increase to the effects of drainage
operations on the headwaters in the
vicinity of Yellow Grass, Saskatchewan.'•
In the Twenties. McLeod said, that
Saskatchewan government participated
in drainage of Yellow Grass Marsh
northwest of Weyburn.
The argument that drainage has
caused flooding overlooks the record
high flood of the 1880s,
as well.
Virtually no land in the Souris Basin had
been drained at that time. None had
been broken. None had been cleared.
At his news conference, Andrews
asserted that environmentalists had held
up construction of tire Burlington Dam,
which would be located near the
confluence of the De Lacs and Souris
Rivers, with "a series of half baked
arguments.··
Mayor Chester Reiten
suggested that local environmentalists-whom he referred to as she, an obvious
reference to Paula Ward, North Dakota
representative of Friends of the Earth
and a Minot resident--had contributed to
the floods in Minot through their
objections to construction of the dam.
Reiten said he objects to calling those
who oppose the dam envil"Onmentalists.
"They named themselves," he declared.
''They call themselves environmentalists, but they're not.'' He insisted that
"We in North Dakota are all environ.mentalists, true environmentalists. We
befieve you've got to keep people ahead
of ducks."

That would cost a year's crop, at least.
they say.
About 11,000 acres of
privately owned farmland would be
acquired through purchase or easement.
Some farmers downstream from Minot
have objected to the dam, as well. They
argue that releases from the facility
would be spaced over an entire season-thus prolonging the flood on their
property.
It's bad waiting for the
flatland to drain naturally, they say.
Interference from the Corps could be
worse.
The ranchers, farmers, and
environmentalists fighting the Burlington Dam have banded together in
Citizens U~ited to Save the Valleys. The
groups president is from Towner, downstream from Minot.
That remark was a refernece to the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's criticism
of Bu,lington Dam. Jame Gritman, the
Service's North Dakota manager said he
will carry a fight against the dam to
Congress and to wildlife groups around
the country. He said, though, that he's
willing to compromise. "We'll agree to
raise Lake Darling Dam and to put
Burlington Dam in place--if its operated
as a dry dam,"' he said.
Gritman said Lake Darling could be
raised to provide protection from floods
with a 100 year occurrence frequency.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
which is currently studying the Burlington Dam, has designed that facility to
protect Minot from floods having "about
0.1 per cent chance of occuring during
any one year" --in other words a
thousand year flood. Gritman said the
Fish And Wildlife Service wouldn't
object to that, so long as Burlington were
operated as a dry dam so that waterfowl
marshes below Lake Darling are not
damaged. These are among the most
productive of t~eir kind in the nation, he
said, and the 0.S. government is bound
tbrou.q;h international waterfowl· treaties
to protect them.
Environmentalists objections to the
dam include threats to the valley's
wildlife--and to her farmers. About 50
farm families would be displaced by the
flood waters behind Burlington Dam if it
were filled--and critics of the dam don't
trust the Corps of Engineers to operate
the facility as a dry dam.
Farmers
upstream from the dam object to the
''flowage easements" which the Corps
has offered to take on their property.
They argue that damage to their land
would never be paid for. If the dam
were closed and the land flooded, more
than a season would be needed to
release the water and to dry the land.
Next page, please

The flooding has grown worse in
recent years for several reasons. First,
precipitation has been heavier and
run-off faster. In these ways, the flood
years of the Seventies are similar to the
flood year of the Twenties, a decade
which saw four major floods in! Minot.
Second, the city has continued to expand
onto the flood plain. City officials are
inclined to blame Ward County for
permitting building on the flood plain.
County officials blame the city. City
Manager John Arnold maintains that
only 88 building
permits have been
issued in the flood plain since an
ordinance govern}ng such building was
passed.
Sixty six of these were
single-family residences, he said.
Eleven were ,nulti-family dwellings, two
were public buildings and nine were
commercial buildings."Of that total," he
wrote the city council, "nine might be
said not to conform to the exact letter of
the flood plain zoning ordinance law.''
County Building Inspector Harold
Haner claims a better record. He said
only 15 requests for bu;lding permits in
three townships surrounding Minot have
been granted structures in the flood
plain, A total of 78 were denied between
Oct. I, 1971. when the flood zoning
ordinance was adopted. and December
I, 1975, he said.

In an editorial, the Minot Dally News
echoed Andrews statements. Quoting an
unnamed agronomist. the News opinioned that drainage had added IO per cent
to the peak flows in I 976.

THE WATER IS HIGH
The river rose more than two feet
during the night. and several inches
during the day. All the low places on the
north side are flooded and dozens of
families were compelled to temporarily
ahandon Lheir homes. The water guage
went out of business during the night
and this morning, the water was flowing
ov<·r the bridges. though it was possible
to <·ross over. The rise has bren very
rapid, so rapid that many people were
(·aught by surprise and it was with
cliffif·ulty that they were removed. The
hri<lg-1·s wen' in danger from buildings
that lloatl'd down stream and one struck
the foot bridge with •,.urh forte that it
nt·arly ton• the briflge loose from its
fast(•ning-s. ;,,io buildings of any size
\\ t'r!' washNi from th('ir foundations,
only thl' small, shanty like slrul'tUres
that had little or no foundation.
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Toda)' tht" mayor sent information
rl·garding ('Onditiom, to citizens all over
the north side and it is expected that
('\.'eryone will be provided with food and
s heltt·r. Som(' of the telegraph and
h •lc•phonP poles near the river banks
were was hed loose and interfered some

what with sending messages, but the
telephone girls were on duty as usual.
At noon the water had risen to the
electric light plant and it looked as
though. it might be flooded in an hour or
two.
Mr. Davis was very busy
attempting to keep out the water and
had a force of men making embank·
menls all day.
The churches and many other buil,
clings hesi<les private residences were
used to take care of people temporarily
until they could he placed in homes.
Dr. Storey reported at 4 p.m. that so
far as could be ascertained all the women
and (·hildren had been tri.ken to this side
of the ri\.'er. There were about thirty
hl'ad of ratll,• on the other side of th~
rivt'r wandering about and som<• of
them· noating in th<' water and unless
they re:t(·h the hills, all will be lost. Dr.
Storey work(•d steadily sinre earlv this
morning when he b<'rame comPit•tcly
I irt.•d out and rC'tired.
The Soo track just north of the G.N.
crossing has bN·n washed out and traffir
in that direction has been abandoned.

A flyer distributed by Citizens United
in 1975 described the group's opposition
to the dam:
"Economically, socially and from an
environmental viewpoint, the Burlington
Dam, as proposed by the Corps of
Engineers for flood control on theSouris
River is the worst choice of all the
alternatives. It will not give the city of
Minot complete protection. It will, when
it is used for storage of flood waters,
destroy the best farmland and ranchland
in the valley. The construction of the
Burlington Dam threatens to destroy the
Upper Souris National Wildlife Refuge.
When flood waters must be stored
behind the dam, the planned operation
of releasing these waters will create
flooding downstream and hamper farm·
ing and ranching activities below Minot.
The Corps of Engineers ' economic
justification for this project is highly
questionable. The benefits have been
manipulated to exceed the costs."
The Corps plan is to put the
Burlington Dam in place, to construct a

diversion tunnel through the divide
between the Des lacs and the Souris
Rivers to divert flood water from the Des
Lacs to the flood control reservoir, and to
channelize the Souris to provide a flow of
5,000 cubic feet per second through
populated areas.
The Burlington Dam, the principal
feature of the plan, would be 77.S feet
high. Maximum depth of the reservoir
at the dam would be 72.J feet. At that
level, the spillway at Lake Darling would
be under 26.8 feet of water and the
reservoir would extend to the Canadian
border. A total of 27,00 acres would be
flooded when the dam was full.
The dam would be capable of passing
80,800 cubic feet per second .. to time
more the peak flow in the 1976 flood.
Critics of the Burlington Dam argue
that the Corps of Engineers has relied on
continued building in the flood plain to
provide a favorable cost benefit ratio for
the dam.
Instead, Citizens United
maintains. building in the flood plain
should be stopped and the channel
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Bitter controversy surrounds
plans to control
the Souris River's floods
improved to carry water quickly through
the city. A partial evacuation of the
lowest areas in the city should be
undertaken and permanent levies in·
stalled to protect against future floods.
The Corps of Enginners and Minot city
interests dispute the Citizens United
position, of course. Mayor Reiten told
the Minot press conference "only Bur·
lington Dam will provide the complete
flood protection we need.''
The Corps of Engineers investigated
four other schemes..a diversion tunnel
just south of the Canadian border which
would route the Souris flood waters
across the river's loop area: a contruc·
tion of a Pew dam with about 330.000
acre feet of 3torage at the present Lake
[' .rling Dam site. a 14.000 cubic foot
channel thro1Jgh Minot and evacuation of
the flood plain. The Corps eliminated
the last because of "the social and
political problems associated with relo·
cation of such a large number of people"
and the adverse cost of the plan,
estimated at S190 milion in 1973 dollars.
The improved channel was rejected
because it would leave Minot vulnerable
to serious Souris River floodS··although
no flood so large has occured in the
basin this ccntury-·and the high cost,
estimated at 137 million 1973 dollars.
The Corps cited the Lake Darling dam's
failure to control periodic floods on the
Des Lacs River and "the risk of a
catastrophic flood exceeding the storage
capacity of the reservoir" as disadvan·
tages of that plan, which would cost only
$66.4 million .. fhe cheapest alternative.
The border diversion
would cost
St 77 million and
has
"ma.ny
disadvantages." including the destruction of agricultural lands. the Corps said
in an environmental impact statement on
its Souris River flood controT plans.
The Burlington Dam and Des L:ics
Diversion tunnel. the alternative favored
by the Corps and the city of Minot,
would cost about S90 million in 1973
dollars and. says the Corps. would
protect the city and the valley down·
stream from major floods on both the
Des Lacs and the Souris Rivers. This
would leave Minot vulnerable to a flash
flood from some coulees which drain into
the river below the dam site, however.

Congressman Andrews and Mayor Reiten

ments of Minot ahd Ward County, the
Minot Chamber of Commer~e and the
Minot Area Development Corporation,
have formed For Dam. Ltd.~'to support
and promote the accelerated construction ..
of the Burlington Dam as the essential
part of the Congressionally approved
Souris River Flood Control Project
designed by the Corps of Engineers."
Dam critics have charged that S12.500 of
municipal funds were used by the
pro-dam group in 1975.
Even if the Burlington Dam is finally
approved··and even the high water of
1976 did not guarantee that..construction
will probably not start until 1979. The
earliest flood protection would come in
I983. still seven years away. Congress·
man Andrews told Minot officials he'd
try to move that time table ahead by two
years--but he said the fight would be
difficult. at best.
The Burlington Dam controversy has
become extraordinarily bitter.
Some
farmers opposed to the dam have
stopped trading in Minot. Paula \'Yard,
an outspoken critic of the dam plan, left
the city for the duration of the 1976 flood
following threats to her life and property. Unkind remarks·-by both sides··are
standard.
The controversy, abetted by the
state's two Senators and her lone
Congressman .. all of whom support the
dam··has not yet attracted the national
publicity that some anti-reservoir fights
have. but a threat to the Upper Souris
Wildlife Refuge could rally wildlife
enthusiasts from around the nation.
and the stream is req ent y n ge , -.o
she is not a wild ri\'Cr. Efforts to control
her flooding have sc, far bee11 unsucccsS·
ful. however, so the Souris··the word is
French for mouse··must be considered
mischevious. at least. She was so titled
in t 92J. by the Minot Dail) News. Four
years later, the News, battered for the
third time by a flood. reported, ''His
Majesty the Mouse today settled all
arguments regarding the probability of a
1927 innundation of Minot by ad\'ancing
to a reading on the city gauge at noon of
17 feet. the accepted flood mark in this
city."

To counteract the anit·dam forces, • That has been frequent news in
Minot interests, including the govern• Minot's Aprils since· that day.

The Mouse River Rose Over Two Feet Last Night and the Flats are Flooded-Thus Far There are No Casualties Known
J.E. McKone who lives in one of the
largt•st houses across lhr river and on
high l,rnd. reported th.tt at noon the
watt'r had reached the first floor and
floodt·d tht' carpels and other furniture.
Tht• piano was raised upon chairs. The
hou..,t.•, hesirk•.., hcing on hig h ground
has I a foundation reaching ahout four
ft•t•t above the grounds. Mr. McKoane
has a wading suit and this morning he
donnt•d it and -.pent all the forenoon
as:-;isling people across the footbridge,
which is under water.

tht• ll1H><I. J hus far there has not been a
gn·at· dt•al of damage and no known
casualities.
There "as a signal of
distress sounded s hortly after noon by
the fire whistle but it is thought the
unl'" in dangt>r "ere rescued.

Rolwrl Gillespie. who lives on the
south side, found this morning his house
in dangc.•r and hastily removed nis family
to 't his sidl•, wading through the water
lO t ht• foot hridge and over it al~o
through water several inches deep.
Therl' werP several score removed
anoss the river to this side in boats
during the night and today, and a
numher of carpenters were husy making
flat hottom boat.,;; that the work of
rescue might be expediated.

Thou~h t ht• rt•(·ord of two years ago
has ht•t•n s urpassed hy several feet there
ha ... ht·t·n hight•r watt•r in the Mouse
within the recollection of older citizens.
In p..,~t tht• river was at least three feet
hi~hn than it was today.
State\
.\um·np\· John-.on, Vvho has been hen•
for oH•r :!O vears. states that at one time
the Y.atn r;,st• as hii,:-h on Main Street as
the Second National I Bank, but since
tha1 tmw tht· street up to that point has
ht•t>n filh·d in at ll·ast six fept.

The riq•r ro~t' rapidl.v all day and at
noon lht·n•. was no ~ign of abatl'ment of

;\o pl•oplt• t·n•r worked harder or
"illin1.d.\ th;tn the citizen~ of Minot
m relieving those in danger.
There
\\t>n• somt• "ho worked all night
n·st·u1n~ tho"l' who Y.ere unfortunate
l'nnu~h to gt'l caught in the !lats by the
hi).:h ";ltt'I'.
llHll°l'

Tlw pnnl'lplt• dangt•r lies not in tht•
pn·..,t·nt siluation hut thl' possibility ol

the
ri ...t• c..·ontinuinK several hours
longer.
Tht•rt• an• all
sorts of
predictions, hut the fal't remains that
tht• 1·it\ j.., ;1hlt• to amply provide for
tho...t• \t•mporaril,v without homes and
t ht· 1·i1 \ aut horitil'-. an• doing all they can
to ..,,.,. t h;11 all havt• "hl'lter and ftH.>d.
Headquarters for thl' homeless have
h<·t·n 1• ... 1ahli... twd at the law offi<·es or
(;n·1·nl1·af and Lt•ighton and those "ho
,·an pos ... ihl., "P•trl' r1H1ms or provide food
art• ur~t·ntl\ n•11uestt•d to so inform the
n•l11'f n,mmiltt•t• at tlw ht>ad<1uartt-rs.
This is very important in the present
emergency.
Mayor Roach and Alderman Leighton
were ·busy people today arranging for
tlw n·ltt·f of the nood sufft•rl'rs. Srnn•s
of 1·i1171'11.., 14•h lht•ir rPgular \'OC'alions
~ind m;ult• 1lwmst•IH•, ust•ful \\ ht>rt'Vt'r
p1,...... 1111t•
It was expcctcOthat theiSoo and G.N.
\\011ld wnd train.-. Past this (•\·pninR",
pilol t·n~ini·" h;t\ing 1,!0nt• ahead aml
fuurnl tht• trad,s sah•

Ht·porh from abO\'C today Wt•n· lo
llw dftTI 1hat thr• ri\t•r was :-;till ri ... ing-

thout.rh not ;i.., rapitll,\· as .H·sterda.\, IL
",1.., 1·1·111,rll·tl latt• yt•stt•rda.\· afl<·rnoon
tha1 t\,1'111, mi\t>..,uptlwriH•r tht•Y.;llt•r
had r:11wd on•r thrt•t• h•t•t. 'fht• rapi,I
ri ...i• al I hi ... point lwgan ahout mirlni"{ht.
l'r1 •\ 1ous \n lh:tl tinll'. lhOUKh lht• riq•r
\\;1, n"lllt.:°, ttw 1woplt• ,1n1i,·ip,ttl·d littlt·
danger. .\t ;1hout midni~ht. thl' ri.st
... ,11ld1,nl\ ht><·anw H'I'\ rapid and from
I hal I 11111· on nwn Wt•rp bt1 ... \' rt>...t'UIO\{
p1·Ppl1· ;ind hrin~ing- tht·m ,w;·u..,.., to tht•
',l)lJ1 h ... 1,lt·.

l:uhlu-r huoh \\('rt' tn "l'I'\ in• hut t hl'.\
were not much good· because most 0f
1 lw111 did not /'l';u·h up to lhi• nl'd;.... of tht·
\\1<:tn·I'..,

This article, under the same headline
we'"e used here, appeared In the Minot

Dail) OPTIC on April 20, 1904.

Now... and next time

This edition of The ONLOOKER is
devoted to two is ues, the Souris River
flood and the North Dakota Wheat Pool.
Both are ·important to North Dakota and
both have garnered a lot of attention in
the press. We've chosen to write about
them In more depth than most of the
dally press because we're convinced,
first that North Dakota farmers deserve a
fair price for their product and that they
should design new ways to get It if they
must and second, that folks in the Souris
Valley haven't yet come to grips with the
peculiar geographic circumstances that
cause their yearly nightmare.
Four
separate trips to Minot convinced us that
the sllt-laden Souris has soiled the city's
magic--and that there's a lot of buck
passing going on up there. Our report
reaches no conclusions, except that
neither the Canadians, the Fish and
Wildlife Service nor the environmentalists caused Minot's flood.

The Farmers have a Wheat Pool--Page 1
Why Does the Souris Flood--Page 4

Of course, this kind of approach forces
us to overlook some of the news. We
hope to do some catching up next time.
In ONLOOKER Nine, look for "All
About Politics" and ''The Energy
Editor's Notebook."

Robert Stroup .•. he's running for the
U.S. Senate.
Our town of Mandan will be having a
special event May 9, Mothers Day. It's
a benefit for Robin Huebner, the
Dickinson High School gymnast who recently won the U.S. Women's gymnastic
crown and is now a leading contender to
represent this country in the 1976
Olympics. Mandan High School's women's gymastic coach promises a 90
minute lesson in vaulting and the beams
and bars featuring Huebner and gymnastic teams from Valley City, Dickinson, Mandan and Bismarck. 1'he affair
starts at 3:30 p.m. in Mandan's High
School Gymnasium [off the Sunset Drive
Exit on 1-94]. The price of a ticket is $2.
The money 'Will help send Robin to the
Olympics. H you can't make it, we'll tell
you about it ... in ONLOOKER Nine.

Good reading, now and next time, In The
ONLOOKER.

Reis Hall ...
he lost his job.

Robin Huebner .•• she ' s a gymnastics
champion.

Read about them all in ONLOOKER
Nine.
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